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Abstract:
The contemporary relevance of outsourcing as a process that involves the
strategic use of outside resources to perform activities that can be usually
handled by internal staff of a firm cannot be overemphasized. To this end,
studies have shown that, by adopting outsourcing as a strategy numerous
benefits abound. This article describes a theoretical investigation and review
into what outsourcing really entails. It also highlights strategic benefits of
outsourcing as have been promoted by some researchers. The article seeks
to unravel and bring to the fore the other side of outsourcing—the
challenges, which may have been neglected by individuals and
organisations, so as to proffer a control measure which may in turn cushion
its effects on business activities especially in emerging market economies
and countries of the global south. Furthermore, the article provides a basis
for reorganizing the theoretical application and practice of outsourcing in the
business world.
Keywords: outsourcing, supply chain, challenges, strategy, organisations,
competitive advantage.

1. Introduction
The
unanticipated
and
unimaginable rate of growth of
information technology which is aiding
globalization has given rise to the
present hyper-competitiveness that cut
across organisations operating at the
domestic, international and global
fronts. Consequently, this hypercompetitiveness and other globalisation
related dynamics create a dilemma for
firms that relate to three performance
pivots. In form of questions they are:
How to strategize for continuous
reinvention of the firm? What direction
for expansion should a firm take? And,
how to develop and sustain competitive

advantage? Global hyper-competition
has
therefore,
necessitated
organisations strategic approaches to
this tri-dimensional dilemma. This
necessity
becomes
very
much
imperative, especially in view of the fact
that, heated competitive rivalry across
global industries and markets has made
it remarkably common for competitive
advantage held by companies for
decades to erode very fast. As such,
companies need to borrow McGrath
(2012) advice to constantly launch
strategic initiatives so that they can
exploit “transient” advantage before
they disappear. We suggest and
explore in this paper one of such
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strategies developed overtime to create
sustainable competitive advantage
and/or elsewhere for competing in a
“transient-advantage economy”, which
is, the outsourcing strategy.
In view of the above, Quinn (2000)
asserted that strategic management of
outsourcing is perhaps the most
powerful tool in business management
today, and outsourcing of innovation is
its frontier. Meanwhile, research
evidences have also shown that the
global market space for outsourced
services has developed immensely. For
instance, statistical note gave the
estimate of over $100 billion has the
total money spent on outsourced
business activities by most American
firms in 1996 (Casale and Overton
1997). Furthermore, research reports
have shown that outsourcing usage
world-wide has grown to 35 percent in
1997 and the total market for
outsourced services was expected to
increase to $200 billion by the year
2001 (Greer, Youngblood et al, 1999).
By 2015, almost a decade and half
later, it is expected that this figure
would have doubled. In the same vein,
a research study conducted by
Yankelovih Partners as reported in
Bender (1999) has also shown that twothird of the world organisations have
already outsourced at least one of their
business process to an external third
party. Consequently, these submissions
have shown clearly that the business
world has embraced the concept of
outsourcing with organisations adopting
its principles to help them expand into
other markets. This practice, however,
appears to be common both in less
developed and developed countries,
but whatever the case maybe, the fact
remains that outsourcing has taken
over the business game.
The purpose of this paper,
however, is to achieve a synoptic view

of the concept “outsourcing” with more
attention on how it all started, its
meaning, the benefits associated with
it, and some of the emerging
challenges pertinent to outsourcing
strategy which must be understood and
properly handled. The paper concludes
with policy recommendations necessary
for mitigating against these challenges
and for optimizing the outsourcing
strategy.

2. Historical Perspective of
the Evolution of Outsourcing
Concept
The concept of outsourcing has
been widely acclaimed to have its roots
in the 'Comparative Advantage' theory
propounded by Adam Smith in his book
'The Wealth of Nations' published in
1776. This theory gained acceptance
during the industrial revolution as many
organisations became mechanized and
kept labour costs low in order to gain
competitive advantage. Presently, this
thought still remains the business case
and basis for the increased practice of
outsourcing and this view is reinforced
by Mankiw and Swagel (2012) when
they asserted that, “Outsourcing is the
latest manifestation of gain from trade
that economists have talked about at
least since Adam Smith” (p.8).
Conversely, Handfield (2006) argued
that
outsourcing
began
to
be
conceptualised and put into formal
practice between 1970 and 1980.
Handfield (2006) further argued that,
“Since
the
industrial
revolution,
organisations were grappled on how
they could exploit their competitive
advantage in order to increase their
markets and profits”. The trajectory on
the evolution of the outsourcing concept
as opined by Handfield (2006) indicated
that, “In the 1950s and 1960s, the
rallying cry by organisations and their
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management
was
just
to
use
diversification to broaden corporate
bases and
take
advantage
of
economies of scale. By diversifying,
organisations were expected to expand
their business frontiers and protect
profits, though expansion as it required
multiple
layers
of
management.
Subsequently, organizations attempting
to compete globally in the 1970s and
1980s were handicapped by a lack of
agility that resulted from bloated
management structures”.
Globally inclined firms had to
make strategic moves to attain strategic
competiveness and flexibility. As a
result, Handfield (2006) submits that,
“To increase their flexibility and
creativity, many large companies
developed a new strategy of focusing
on their core business, which required
identifying critical processes and
deciding which could be outsourced”.
This led to the formal birth of
outsourcing.
Mullin (1996) cited by Handfleid
(2006) argued that “Outsourcing was
not formally identified as a business
strategy
until
1989”.
However,
Verumeulen (2010) while in pursuit of a
variation of expressive terminology
adopted the term “off-shoring” which is
similar to outsourcing strategy to give
his own account on the development of
outsourcing concept. According to him,
business operations were not just
conducted within the limited boundaries
of an economy but also involved
transnational and continental dealings,
which he termed as off-shoring. In this
regard, he explained that during the
early 90s, organisations were looking
for new business models to adopt for
the purpose of gaining competitive
advantage. Consequently, upon the
looming
financial difficulties
that
abounded
then,
multinational
companies for example, resorted to
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low-cost locations where they would
conduct their operations.
These
destinations include India and the
Philippines. This idea of setting up
businesses in distant locations is also
aimed at achieving the same purpose
as outsourcing, which is ultimately the
reduction of cost of doing business by
using external hands. He thus opined
that in the end, off-shoring also
significantly reduced the operating
costs of these companies with a
corresponding increase in profits.
Verumeulen (2010) further reported that
the
outsourcing
and
off-shoring
phenomena quickly took flight as many
companies realized the advantages, as
well as the need to resort to them in
view of the impending global financial
crisis. Furthermore, as companies tried
to enhance their competitive positions
in an increasingly hypercompetitive
global market place, they discovered
that they can cut costs and maintain
quality by relying more on outside
service providers for activities viewed
as supplementary to their core
businesses (Mullin, 1996; Grant, 1996).
However, in many parts of the
world today, outsourcing has become
one of major business strategies used
by managers to ensure the survival,
growth, and profitability of their
organisations. For example, India has
been rated as the largest destination of
outsourcing in the world. The reason for
this according to Vermeulen (2010) was
as a result of the huge amount spent on
wages and salaries. This however, has
made most of multinational companies
as well as some of the indigenous firms
operating within Indian territory to adopt
the outsourcing strategy as means of
achieving above average performance.
Subsequently, the outsourced jobs and
tasks given out by these firms in India
are mostly outsourced to Philippines
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which is now the second largest
destination of outsourcing in the world.
Meanwhile, in United States and
Europe, research evidences have also
shown that outsourcing strategy has not
only made perfect business sense to
many organisations within these
continents, but there is a sudden
realization that without it, the day-to-day
business life may turn upside down.
This assertion has become so critical,
that, if outsourcing as a business
strategy cease to exist, the business
world may come to a grinding halt. For
instance, let us image the cost of
blackouts in communication, banking
transactions, transportation and other
business functions which businesses
have been built around outsourcing
(Mullin, 1996). Consequently, it is
suffices to say that, outsourcing has
come to stay and it will continue to be
considered as a strategic option for
organisations in the face of competition
and dynamic business environment.
This is largely because of the some
advantages which it sets to offer. In
support of this position, Amaral,
Billington et al, (2006) in Knudsen
(2010) emphasised that, “Outsourcing
is not an optional strategy, and the
question is therefore not whether to
outsource, but what to outsource,
where to outsource and how to capture
the expected and promise gains”.

3. Outsourcing- A
Overview of Definitions

Brief

According to Kazma (2010) the
word “outsourcing” is composed out of
two words ‘out’ and ‘source’, ‘out’ refers
to ‘away from’ and ‘source’ as simply
‘supply’. He maintained that it is one of
the methods that organisations have
relied on when they need help outside
their business functions, in such areas
as employment, management, and

development. A more continuous and
interactive definition of outsourcing is
required. Handfield (2006) defined
outsourcing as “the strategic use of
outside resources to perform activities
traditionally handled by internal staff
and resources”. Handfield (2006) goes
on to contend further that, “Outsourcing
is sometimes also known as facilities
management”. Handfield (2006) also
maintained that, “Outsourcing is a
strategy by which an organization
contracts out major functions to
specialized
and
efficient
service
providers,
who
become
valued
business partners”.
Furthermore, Handfield (2006)
opined that, “Organisations before now
have always levelled-off peaks and
troughs
in
their
workload
by
subcontracting, and have formed longterm relationships with firms whose
capabilities complement or supplement
their own”. However, Handfield (2006)
noted that, “The difference between
supplementing
resources
by
subcontracting and actual outsourcing,
is that the latter involves substantial
restructuring of particular business
activities including, the often, transfer of
staff from a host company to a
specialist, usually smaller, company
with the required core competencies.
However, this opinion of Handfield is
likely to raise some arguments and
criticisms. For Vermeulen (2010)
outsourcing can be viewed as a
management strategy by which an
organization delegates major, non-core
functions to specialized and efficient
service
providers.
Omar
(2010)
explained
outsourcing
as
the
management or day to day execution of
business functions by a third-party
service provider. Omar (2010) also
maintained that outsourcing enables a
company to focus on its core business
rather than having to be concerned with
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what he referred to as “marginal
activities”. The above definitions seem
to be content and context oriented. The
literature reviewed indicated that most
definitions fall under this category, while
a few are process oriented. Bearden,
Ingram and Lafarge (2007) defined
outsourcing as, “A process whereby
firms purchase products and services
from other companies than to make the
products or perform the services
internally”. Thompson and Strickland
(2001) see outsourcing as an
organisation-building function which
involves, “launching initiatives to
identify the most attractive providers
and
to
establish
collaborative
relationships” (p.358).
However,
from
the
myriad
definitions stated above, this paper
therefore, offered the following formal
conceptual definition of “outsourcing” as
a process whereby an organisation
tends to produce a final output using
necessary inputs or services obtained
outside the firm. It is a process strategy
which involves a firm contracting out
the production or service delivery
activity within its value and supply chain
induced with the benefits of reduced
production process and transaction
economics
costs.
This
strategy
encourages
organisations
to
concentrate on the strategic roles that
will enable the continuity of their
businesses and play much of decision
making and supervisory roles, while
letting identified professionals handle
some other functions according to their
different areas of competencies. In
addition, outsourcing can be local (an
external supplier in the domestic
market) or international (a leading
example is the outsourcing by firms in
developed countries to firms located in
low-waged countries) (Alberto, 2009).
Given this context, Amaral et al (2006)
aforementioned emphasis should be
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reiterated. Outsourcing is not an
optional strategy. And if this point is
valid, outsourcing should therefore, be
considered as a strategic prerequisite
for the success of globally-minded firms
in the 21st century.

4.
Types
Outsourced

of

Activities

What kind of supply and value
chain activities come under the purview
of outsourcing? Elmuti (2003) identified
the following as the top activities or
functions that most organisations
outsourced
most:
Information
technology
(such
as
application
development, contract programming,
data entry and simple processing),
management services, manufacturing
of components for the final product or
the whole product, product design,
engineering projects, distribution, and
sales of products or services. For
Armstrong (2009) organisations are
often seen outsourcing such functions
that are more of staff functions, for
example, human resource functions
such as training, recruitment, executive
search, occupational health and safety
services,
employee welfare and
counselling
activities,
payroll
administration and legal advisory
services,
catering,
car
fleet
management, facilities management
and security. As asserted by Vermeulen
(2010) majority of the workload
outsourced by organizations include:
customer support, telemarketing and
technical support, content writing, web
design, programming and software
development.
Others
include:
accounting, human resources, data
processing, internal mail distribution,
security, plant maintenance, etc.
(Mullin, 1999).
It is important to note all of these
activities could be associated at
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different points in time and space with
the multiple dimensions associated with
the
outsourcing
concept.
Those
dimensions which have coloured the
face of many empirical and theoretical
studies are: offshoring, service sourcing,
technology outsourcing, in-sourcing,
global sourcing and international
sourcing, just to mention a few.

5. Benefits and Reasons for
Outsourcing
Outsourcing plays a pivotal role in
the process of modern business.
According to Stanko, Bohlmann et al,
(2009)
outsourcing
as
business
strategy can help organisations to
reduce cost of production, lead to
organisational efficiency and also aids
organisations to tap into talents outside
their organisations. In the same vein,
Bowers (1990) asserts that successful
implementation of outsourcing strategy
will help organisations to reduce cost of
production. It increases and improves
capacity as well as the quality of
organisatonal products and services
(Lau & Hurley, 1997). It leads to
increase in profitability and productivity
(Casale & Overton, 1997), as well as,
improved financial performance (Crane,
1999), lower innovation costs and risks
(Quinn,
2000),
and
improves
organizational competitiveness (Lever
1997). Similarly, Armstrong (2009)
opined that, “Outsourcing is accrued
with benefits such as reduced cost,
access to expertise not available within
the
human
resources,
increase
flexibility and speed of response, and
freeing-up human resources and other
units of the organisation to focus more
on value adding activities”.
But the benefits of outsourcing can
only be best appreciated by asking the
question: When does outsourcing make
strategic sense? (See, Thompson,

Gamble et al, 2004). This question
must be put in front burner of all
strategic intentions of a firm bearing in
mind the role that outsourcing plays in
global
strategy
formulation
and
implementation.
Marcus
(2005)
captures this role in the equation
(GS=GE+OS), where GS represents
global strategy, GE represents global
expansion
and
OS
represents
outsourcing.
However,
Thompson,
Gamble et al, (2004, p. 183) have
provided a set of answers to this
question.
According
to
them,
outsourcing pieces of the value chain
formerly performed in-house to narrow
the boundaries of a firm business
makes strategic sense whenever:
(i) An activity can be performed
better or more cheaply by outside
specialists.
(ii) The activity is not crucial to a
firm’s ability to achieve sustainable
competitive advantage and wont hollow
out its core competencies, capabilities
or technical know-how.
(iii) It reduces the company’s
risk exposure to changing technology
and/or changing buyer preferences.
(iv) It
streamlines
company
operations in ways that improve
organisational flexibility, cut cycle time,
speed decision-making, and reduce
coordination costs.
(v) Finally, it allows a company to
concentrate on its core business and do
what it does best.

6. Pitfalls
Outsourcing

and

Risks

of

As earlier mentioned in this paper,
outsourcing strategy has several
benefits if its processes are well
integrated
into
the
strategic
management processes of interested
organisations. Conversely, there are
also a number of pitfalls and risks
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accrued to outsourcing strategy. To
buttress this further, this paper has
identified the following as some of the
pitfalls and risks of outsourcing
strategy. These are:
6.1
Reduce
organisation’s
control on quality issues
First,
outsourcing
reduces
organisation’s control on how certain
services are delivered to her customers
or clients through its outsourcing
organisations or vendors. For instance,
when organisations have little or no
control over how services concerning
them are delivered, there is that
possibility that such concerns i.e.
quality, specifications, and timing may
be compromised by the outsourcing
firms. This is usually because these
outsourcing firms or vendors may not
have a good understanding of the
corporate goals and objectives of their
clients’ business and what they do; they
may not have strong commitments to
them. This in turn may affect the
organisation’s goodwill, brand equity,
corporate image as well as volume of
sales. For example, Dell computer was
forced to regain the control of its
outsourced customer service centres
because of the high rate of complaints
received from the customers and the
drop in additional sales usually
generated by service calls (Welborn
&Kasten, 2006). Accordingly, Guterl
(1996)
forcefully suggested
that
organisation that intends to outsource
should continue to monitor the
outsourcing activities and establish
steady communication with the external
firms or vendors.
6.2 Exposure of organisation’s
trade secrets and strategies
Another risk factor of outsourcing
is the danger of exposing the trade
secrets and strategies of the client’s
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business by the outsourcing firm. This
may occur when firms that are rivals or
competitors in the same industry
patronise the same outsourcing firm or
vendor. For instance, outsourcing firms
will need to be granted access to
certain operations (e.g. IT operations of
the organisation) in order to perform the
outsourcing tasks as demanded by the
organisation. In this case, the
organisation tends to face inherent risks
as the outsourcing firms will be
exposed to trade secrets and strategies
that may leak out to the competitors of
the organisation that offers better rates.
In order to underpin this assertion,
Kevin (2006) strongly argued “how can
an organization protect its interests
while making use of the skills and
knowledge of employees that is, by
definition, beyond their control?” Kevin
(2006),
further
submitted
that,
“Outsourcing task is most often
performed by individuals that are not
directly hired by the client, managed by
the client, or held directly accountable
to the client. Hence, regardless of
personal standards of honesty and
integrity, these outsourcing workers do
not owe any direct allegiance to the
organisation
commissioning
their
labour”. Besides, exposing the trade
secret and competitive strategies of the
organisation to its rivals, the outsourcing
firm or vendor may decide to become a
competitor to the organisation. However,
in order to avert this inherent risk and
also to have a successful and secure
outsourcing agreements, organisations
then need to understand the security
and privacy risks for a business process,
application or technology function early
in the outsourcing decision process
(Brian, 2004).
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6.3 Problems in knowledge
transfer and loss of innovation
Organisations that are involved in
outsourcing practices are faced with the
ever present risk of knowledge transfer.
For instance, as illustrated by Brian
(2004), an organisation’s product or
service may be developed externally
and may also require internal support.
In this case, the transfer of knowledge
from both sides of a contract is critical.
When a product or service is delivered,
if the transfer of knowledge is broken,
the organisation will become dependent
on that particular vendor. Conversely,
when jobs are exported as argued by
Brian (2004) there is possible loss of
innovation. For example, when the pool
of workers that helped in building up a
service or system, are now being
replaced with individuals who may not
have the organisation’s best interests in
mind. Therefore, innovation and
potential talents are being lost to
individuals who have a limited stake in
the success of the organisation.
6.4 Low Employees’ morale and
employees’ turnover
Another major risk concerns
employees’ morale and employees’
turnover.
A
big
problem
with
outsourcing also comes from the
workers of such organisations as these
workers fear the loss of their jobs
(Malhorta, 1997; Armstrong, 2009).
This therefore, leads to low morale
among these employees, labour
turnover as well as decline in
organisational productivity, if not
checked. Additionally, as more and
more employees’ services or jobs are
sent outside the organisation, the
question then is, what kind of
reassurance will the organisation
provide for her existing employees? If
employees do not feel valued, and are
somehow threatened by outsourcing,

they are likely to become disgruntled
(Brian, 2004).
6.5 Insincerity among the
external firms or vendors
Aside from risks related to
employees’ morale and turnover,
insincerity among the external firms or
vendors also becomes a major risk and
pitfall of outsourcing. It is often
observed that in dealing with some
external providers or vendors based on
their expertise in providing certain
services in order for the organisation to
deliver its product or service, these
vendors or external providers take
advantage of these organisations since
they lack the technical know-how and
core competence of such functional
area. For example, some of these
external firms or vendors in charge of
operation of the logistics supply chain
of the organisation may deliberately
inflate the products’ inventory costs
since the principal-agents are novice,
while coming up changes and
unforeseen circumstances as an
excuse. This kind of scenario in most
cases creates the need for a renegotiation between the parties, at a
critical point when it may be very
difficult for the principal-agents to
withdraw from the contract as this may
negatively affect the desired outcome of
the organisation. This situation often
depletes
business
relationships.
Accordingly, Foster (1999) report has
shown that 55 percent of outsourcing
relationships fail in the first five years
and one such reason is the insincerity
exhibited among the external firms.
6.6 Other pitfalls and risks of
outsourcing
As
noted
in
the
extant
management literature, other pitfalls
and risks of outsourcing include;
weakening
customer
relationship,
leaking customers’ information, leaking
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companies’ confidential strategies,
shortage of logistics supply, rise of the
product inventory cost, moral hazard of
the logistics enterprises, reversed
choice of logistics enterprises, reducing
the study opportunities of organisation,
loss of opportunities of developing the
core competitive, reduction of ability to
control logistics, reducing the customer
service level and corporate culture
shock (Brian, 2004).

7. Critical Appraisal of the
Outsourcing Polemics
We have examined in details
advantages and disadvantages of
outsourcing. Most definitely, there is no
gain saying the fact that, in today’s
globalised economy and markets,
outsourcing is a key function in
appropriating
and
developing
organisational
capabilities
and
competencies. As such, outsourcing
continues to remain attractive, so much
that companies not only outsource
critical value chain activities but also
now tend to outsource even non-critical
value chain activities, with a view of
achieving lower costs, less internal
bureaucracy, speedier decision-making,
more flexibility and heightened strategic
focus (Thompson & Strickland, 2001).
In addition to these advantages are
flattening
of
the
organisational
structure, improved innovative capacity
and
increased
competitive
responsiveness (Thompson, Strickland
et al, 2005). Despite these array of
advantages, Quinn (1992 p. 47)
contends that the danger of outsourcing
is that a company can go overboard
and hollow out its knowledge base and
capabilities, leaving itself at the mercy
of outside suppliers and short of
strengths to be master of its own
destiny (cited
in Thompson &
Strickland, 2001, p. 361). Elsewhere,
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this position on the danger of
outsourcing
is
re-asserted
with
reference to three types of risks
associated with it. Namely, (i) loss of
critical skills or developing the wrong
skills, (ii) loss of cross-functional skills
and (iii) loss of control over a supplier
(Quinn & Hilmer, 1994). What Quinn
and his colleagues bring to our
attention can best be understood in the
light of the definition of outsourcing
given by Hitt, Ireland, et al (2007).
According to them, “outsourcing is the
purchase of value-creating activity from
an external supplier” (p. 92). Still on the
discourse, it is necessary to point out
that, outsourcing, strategic alliance,
strategic partnerships, joint venture,
offshoring
networks
and
other
associated concepts and practices are
all within the same sub-set of strategic
outsourcing and all belong to universal
set of what Brandenburger and
Nalebuff
(1996)
have
labelled
“coopetition”. This trend produces a few
sources of worry which have been
pinpointed by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al,
(2009); Hamel, Doz et al, (1989) just to
mention a few. It is these issues they
raised that form the fulcrum of our critical
appraisal in the attempt to counterbalance the outsourcing polemics.
For Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al,
(2009)
outsourcing
more
than
collaboration and cooperation remains
a form of competition, and a source for
building power and political blocs more
than it is a source for gaining
competitive advantages. We posit that
were this is the case some business
and even countries may gain from
outsourcing in the short-run, but suffer
in the long-run from either being too
demand
dependent
or
supply
dependent. Hamel et al (1989) on the
other hand, discuss four principles of
collaboration as cited by Mintzberg,
Ahlstrand et al, (2009 p271). The first
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two of these principles raise cause for
concern. In summary they affirm that (i)
collaboration is competition in different
form, and (ii) harmony is not the most
important measure of success.
Bringing this critique home, begs a
number of questions especially with
respect to the implications of strategic
global outsourcing for emerging market
economies like Nigeria. Will outsourcing
not stiffle the growth and development
of indigenous innovative capacity and
capability? Will overdependence on
foreign partners and suppliers not
portend economic dangers for critical
sectors and industries of the economy?
Will external outsourcing and the overreliance it creates not become another
conduit pipe for encouraging capital
flight and for perpetuating neocolonisation? Will external outsourcing
not create technological dependence
rather than encourage transfer of
technological know-how? And finally,
will external outsourcing not perpetuate
a continuous budget deficit that retards
inclusive
economic
growth
and
development? Will external outsourcing
not reinforce what we choose to call
global supply chain opportunism- which
is to the detriment of emerging market
economies?
These
theoretical
questions bring to the fore, the need to
examine in-depth outsourcing as a new
theory of business, and as such,
balance the polemics that create lasting
collaborative
and
competitive
advantages for firms, industries and
sectors in emerging market economies.

8. Conclusion
Recommendations

and Policy

This article has examined some of
the challenges that are associated with
outsourcing. Outsourcing like many
believe is not a win-win strategy and
therefore must be applied with all forms

of caution. This paper provides some
recommendations based on the key
findings of existing literature relating to
outsourcing arrangements. With these
recommendations below, outsourcing
arrangements that have been poorly
structured or mismanaged by some the
organizations around the world can be
improved
upon.
These
recommendations are:
 Organizations should always
apply utmost care in selecting the right
outsourcing providers.
 Organizations
if
possible
should avoid using same outsourcing
providers
with
their
immediate
competitors, particularly in areas such
as strategic functions or operations.
 Organizations should ensure
that they develop and engage
outsourcing
providers
with
well
structured and defined contracts;
avoiding ambiguity.
 Organizations should ensure
that
the
outsourcing
providers
understand the organizations` goals
and objectives.
 Organizations should ensure
effective management of contractual
relationships with their outsourcing
providers by continuously monitoring
and communicating with them until
projects or services are delivered.
 Organizations should ensure
that outsourcing providers do not
compromise with the expected quality
of services and delivery timescales or
deadlines.
 Organizations should ensure
that the outsourcing providers describe
in details their working processes and
all anticipated challenges that may
arise in good time.
 Lastly, organizations should
from time to time appraise the services
they receive from their outsourcing
providers to determine if they conform
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to the desired result and they also need
to compare these services with that of
their competitors. This will ensure that
such organizations remain competitive.
We are of the view that these
recommendations will help firms,
especially those in emerging market
economies to mitigate against some of
the latent drawbacks that accompany
the appropriation of outsourcing. As
Wellborn and Kasten (2006) put it,
“Looking at all these drawbacks,
outsourcing really does not seem to be
the magic answer for cutting costs. On
the contrary, outsourcing is way more
complicated and can lead to drastic
situational
developments
in
the
afterward”. Hence, managers and
management of organisations at this
point need to analyse the outsourcing
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strategy critically in order to have a
holistic understanding of its rudiments
and processes with a view to
unravelling its pros and cons rather
than allowing themselves to be amazed
by the benefits it seems to offer. In
addition, researchers and practitioners
in emerging market economies must
look for ways to translate outsourcing
strategies from best practice to best fit.
In other words, they should support the
appropriation of ways that best fit the
long-term benefits of receiving firms,
industries and sectors, so much so that,
when such supply chain arrangements
are disturbed, the receiver firms,
industries and sectors can still remain
competitive and productive. This will
require a paradigm shift.
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